
Comments for the Watonwan River Comprehensive Water Management Plan Material Comments represent changes in material and content of the plan.

Section 1 Revisions Editorial Comments represent spelling, grammatical, clarification, or visual issues with graphics. 

Note Generally consist of a statement expressing a perspective.
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Comment Response / Action Internal

JC BE County
HEI Paraphrase - Blue Earth County does not find to be consisent with their priorities or the public input.  Greatest conflict: widlife habitat and 

wetland priorities.
x Yes

Will revise to emphaize (wildlife) and remove empahsis on endaged species.   Addressed through 

specific comments contained within document.  Also, section 4.5 has been added to allow Countys 

to document priorities not covered already in the plan

ack

JC BE County
HEI Paraphrase - HEI made revisions to the plan that changed priorities without input from PC, AC, or Steering (specific comment also 

referenced in Section 4 workbook of this file)
X

Revisions causing these concerns have been revised through out the plan.  This includes language in 

Section 4 and use of wildlife action network data in section 6.
ack

JC BE County HEI Paraphrase - The plan does not place a great enough emphasis on common wildlife species x Yes
Language has been added to Section 3 to support general terrestrial habitat.  Section 4.5 has been 

added where any additional county priorities not captured in the plan can be described.
ack

JC BE County Two WPAs missing from plan content and map x Yes The missing WPAs have been added ack

JB MDA Appendixes: A Table of contents, including content and page numbers would be helpful. x Yes Will be added to final plan ack

MS BE County

The Watonwan 1W1P does not align with or support some of the Blue Earth County Water Management Plan goals and strategies, and the 

County’s priority areas were not included in the plan. We expected the 1W1P to be inclusive and build on priorities established through local 

and state planning efforts.

This letter focuses on wildlife habitat and wetlands, groundwater, and plan administration and coordination. County staff will provide a more 

detailed review of the Watonwan 1W1P and supporting information.

x TBD
Section 4.5 has been added to the plan where counties have the opportunity to described in county 

based priorities not adequetly addressed by the plan
ack

MS BE County

Wildlife Habitat and Wetlands

There are two Wildlife Production Areas (WPAs) in Blue Earth County that are missing from the plan that should be added to the Watonwan 

1W1P maps and lists of wildlife areas (website addresses provided for additional information). For more general information about the county’s 

WPA’s, see https://www.fws.gov/refuge/Minnesota_Valley_WMD/map.html.
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• Watonwan WPA (https://www.fws.gov/uploadedFiles/Watonwan%2010-06-11compressed.pdf)

• Lincoln WPA (https://www.fws.gov/uploadedFiles/Lincoln_10-06-11compressed.pdf)

x Yes Add the WPAS to maps as recommended by comments from JC ack

MS BE County

Blue Earth County wildlife and wetland protection and restoration goals, strategies, priority areas, and functional classifications should be 

included in this plan as shown in the County’s Greenprint and wetlands sections in the Water Management Plan. Refer to these pages in the 

County’s water plan.

• Wetlands: pages 75-77, 85-98, and 251-275

• Greenprint: pages 78 – 84 (map on page 79)

x TBD

Information on habitat loss, degredation, and fragmentation has been added to Section 3 of the plan 

consistent with language from County water plan.  Also, Section 4.5 has been added to the plan 

where Blue Earth County can furhter define local priorities not adequetly addressed in the plan

ack

MS BE County

We recommend that all partners’ wildlife habitat and wetland priority areas be included in this plan in addition to other sources. To display 

existing wildlife habitat, we recommend using data shown in Figure E6 of Minnesota’s Wildlife Action Plan Appendix E, page E10, as was 

suggested by County staff to the Watonwan 1W1P Steering Team.

The Watonwan 1W1P places significantly greater emphasis on endangered and threatened species than on more commonly known wildlife 

species. While wildlife species with significant need are important, more common wildlife species are equally important and have greater local 

public value.

x Yes

The data for the specific figure was not available in GIS format.  The Steering team agreed to remove 

the Wildlife Action Network information from the figures in section 6 to decrease this emphasis.  

Revisions were also made to Section 3 to reduce the emphasis on rare species and add language 

specific to general terrestrial wildlife habitat.  Further, Section 4.5 has been added where counties 

can provide information on local priorities that were not adequatly addressed in the plan.

ack



MS BE County

Local wildlife and wildlife habitat priorities were identified in the Watonwan 1W1P kick-off meeting and the online survey results. At the public 

kickoff meeting, terrestrial habitat received significantly more priority marks compared to all other resource concerns as shown in Appendix J. 

The online survey results showed 61 of 77 respondents think wildlife and wildlife habitat is “very important’ which was followed by 72 of 77 

respondents who think groundwater and drinking water are “very important. The results of the public input process placed “terrestrial habitat 

fragmentation and loss” as a Tier 1 Priority Issue and “protection and restoration of declining and at-risk terrestrial species” in Tier 2 as 

described on page 1-4 and 1-5.

The Watonwan 1W1P appears to rely nearly exclusively on the MnDNR Minnesota Wildlife Action Plan (2015-2025), and the MnDNR Minnesota 

Prairie Conservation Plan. The 1W1P states that “these areas are hot spots in terms of conservation potential” and areas identified in the 

Minnesota Wildlife Action Plan and the declining species in Table 3.6 in Section 3, pages 3-19 to 3-22 should be priority areas. The Minnesota 

Wildlife Action Plan is a statewide plan that focuses on species that are rare, declining or vulnerable to decline. The Minnesota Prairie 

Conservation Plan is a plan to create a connected landscape from Canada to Iowa, and as stated on page 44, it is not intended to identify where 

conservation activities should be located within major watersheds, as these decisions depend on local circumstances and opportunities and 

agreements with landowners.

Blue Earth County identified and prioritized existing and potential conservation areas in the Greenprint and potentially restorable wetlands in a 

years-long planning process. The result of this effort is a science-based and replicable landscape planning approach that produced the 

Greenprint and priority areas to restore wetland functions with the greatest local public value as indicated in a public input process. A technical 

and stakeholder advisory committee that included local officials, citizens and representatives of the MnDNR, USFWS, BWSR, MPCA, and 

Minnesota Pheasants Blue Earth County Chapter. State and federal plans and priorities were used such as the MnDNR Minnesota Working 

Lands Initiative, Minnesota Pheasants Summit Action Plan, the DNR Duck Recovery Plan, the US Fish and Wildlife Service Minnesota Valley 

Waterfowl Management District – Small Wetlands Acquisition Program, Minnesota Biological Survey, Minnesota Audubon Society Important 

Bird Areas Upper Minnesota Valley, and Blueprint for Minnesota Prairie Parkland Region and MnDNR regional wildlife plans.

x Yes

The Steering team agreed to remove the Wildlife Action Network information from the figures in 

section 6 to decrease this emphasis.  Revisions were also made to Section 3 to reduce the emphasis 

on rare species and add language specific to general terrestrial wildlife habitat.  Further, Section 4.5 

has been added where counties can provide information on local priorities that were not adequatly 

addressed in the plan.

ack

MS BE County

Groundwater Recharge

Groundwater protection and recharge is a high priority. The Watonwan 1W1P should include groundwater recharge priority areas. 

Groundwater recharge of buried sands aquifers is described on page 50 in the Blue Earth County Water Management Plan. The accompanying 

map on pages 50 and 87 was developed using a compilation of pollution sensitivity of buried sands aquifers maps on pages 42-47 in the 

Geologic Atlas of Blue Earth County, Minnesota, Part B.

x Yes

Section 4.5 has been added to the plan so that BE county and other LGU partners can incorporate 

local priorities, such as these, that do not adequatly address the issue in the watershed wide 

priorities.

ack

MS BE County

Plan Administration and Coordination

It appears there is a considerable amount of decision making needed to complete this section of the plan before implementation. The Blue 

Earth County Board of Commissioners adopted a resolution to support the Watonwan Watershed Planning Partnership working with the 

GBERBA and updating the GBERBA joint powers agreement to provide reporting and other functions for the Watonwan 1W1P. We request an 

update on the progress and the timeline with respect to the public hearing dates and submitting the plan to BWSR.

The partnership assessments, five-year evaluations, and enhanced reporting to the partners and the public will help support continued 

watershed cooperation among the partners during the implementation phase. Blue Earth County supports a plan amendment process that 

involves all planning partners.

x No Opportunity for Policy Committee to update Counties on status. ack

SR DNR

Hydrologic Condition

Adjust overall water volume and timing through water management and storage practices to improve the health and stability of the Watonwan 

Watershed.

The Watonwan River watershed has recorded continued increased annual discharge volumes of surface water flow. Finding water storage in 

headwater areas to benefit downstream areas with reductions in total flow and peak flows should be prioritized. Drainage repairs and 

improvements and other activities within the watershed may be in direct conflict as they often resulted in increased flow as shown in their own 

calculations. It is great to see this plan includes goals and implementation activities to work with drainage authorities on drainage 

management, culvert inventory, and floodplain connectivity, as well as using Natural Channel Design. Opportunities that provide multiple 

benefits are more important than ever. It is important to make improvments to hydrology, not simply off-set other forces. Both DNR Clean 

water specialists and area hydrologist can provide technical assistance with future implementation on priority stream channel restoration sites.

x No Comment - no change needed ack

SR DNR

Natural Channel Design should be a priority restoration technique when there is adequate time for assessment and design. The outcome will 

have greater public benefit when the site involves public infrastructure or recreational uses, the site supports key natural resources or species, 

the site targets stream habitat improvement needs or specifically addresses WRAPS impairments for sediment, stream stability or habitat. 

Natural Channel Design techniques limits upstream or downstream impacts while improving stream stability and ecological function. Natural 

Channel Design incorporates site-specific dimensions for stable channel pattern, slope, and floodplain connectivity as key part of the 

restoration design.

x No Comment - no change needed ack



SR DNR

DNR can assist with a culvert and crossing inventory, either by gathering survey data, offering training to complete inventory, and/or 

incorporating data into the culvert inventory app database. For additional information, please see the DNR Culvert Inventory Application Suite 

website: https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/watersheds/culvert_inventory/index.html

X Yes Keep DNR as partner and reference webiste ack

Steering team 

discussion
Results of online survey .   Julie will send and incorporate as an Appendix to the plan Yes Survey appendix created ack



Comments for the Watonwan River Comprehensive Water Management Plan Mat

erial

Comments represent changes in material and content of the plan.

Executive Summary Revisions Comments represent spelling, grammatical, clarification, or visual issues with graphics. 

Generally consist of a statement expressing a perspective.
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PG 1-9 to 1-11 BWSR JSE

Weakly - Section 1.4 Targeted Implementation, pages 1-9 to 1-11: Per plan content requirement III.A.4, “a summary of the 

implementation actions and programs” is needed. Current language leans heavily towards practice installation actions and 

doesn’t include discussion of the large number of actions related to education and outreach, inventories, project development, 

studies, monitoring, etc.

x Yes
A summary table was created for watershed wide actions and 

added to address this comment.
ack

Pg 1-12 BWSR JSE

Weakly - Section 1.5 Roles and Responsibilities of Participating Local Governments, page 1-12: Per plan content requirement 

III.A.6, “an outline of responsibilities of participating local governments” is needed. The Draft Plan focuses on the roles for 

implementation and the committees that will be doing the implementation. It is unclear, however, who will be members of 

these committees. (This information is also in Section 8. Plan Administration and Coordination.)

x Yes Table edited based upon updates from Section 8 comments. ack

Pg 1-9 1 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 1.4, page 1-9, first paragraph: Mention here about staffing/capacity also impacting the speed at which 

goals are realized, not only funding.
x Yes

The following language was added to address this comment at 

the end of the referenced sentence: ….implementation, as well 

as the staffing and capacity of the partners working on actions 

to make progress towards the goal.

ack

Editorial

Note



Comments for the Watonwan River Comprehensive Water Management Plan Comments represent changes in material and content of the plan.

Section 2 Revisions Comments represent spelling, grammatical, clarification, or visual issues with graphics. 

Generally consist of a statement expressing a perspective.
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Page 2-4 Last 2nd last MPCA WC Page 23. What is the definition of a closed basin and does Lake Hanska fit the definition? x Yes

Reference to closed basins was 

removed.  Long lake was listed twice 

and referenced as one being in 

Watonwan County and one being in 

Cottonwood County.

ack

Editorial

Note

Material



Comments for the Watonwan River Comprehensive Water Management Plan Mat

erial

Comments represent changes in material and content of the plan.

Section 3 Revisions Comments represent spelling, grammatical, clarification, or visual issues with graphics. 

Generally consist of a statement expressing a perspective.
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Comment Response / Action internal

BE County JC
HEI paraphrase - Insufficient information about common wildlife species and habitat with to much emphasis on rare features and 

declining and at-risk species
x Yes

The 2nd parapgraph of Section 3.10 was merged with the text on rare species.  The table on rare species was moved 

to the appendicies.  Additional text was added under the Habitat subheading in Section 3.10 to describe terrestrial 

habitat in the watershed.

Finally, a paragraph was added to the start of the Habitat subheading the summarizes terrestrial habitat and some 

key factors associated with "common" terrestrial habitat that are frequently considered in science-based approaches 

(e.g. loss, degredation, and fragmentation)

ack

3-14 1 2 BE County JC

Concern over incorrect reference to Ranney wells:  Manakto has two shallow aquifer Ranney wells that pull water from the Blue Earth 

and Minnesota Rivers.    Proposed reference language:

Mankaot operates two shallow wells located in surficial sands aquifers near the Blue Earth and Minnesota River.  The Ranney wells 

provide 61% of the total water volumen for the City. These wells, called the Ranney collector wells, are not surface water wells.  

However, the Blue Earth and Minnesota Rivers do influence the shallow quifers below the rivers and their banks.

x Yes Language added as described in comment in place of existing language ack

3-16 BE County JC
Reconsider use of Minnesota Priarie Conservation Plan in Land and Water Resources Narrative.  Consider using Blue Earth Based 

targeting method; Greenprint and Wetland priorities (not clear where method would occur in plan, need clarification)
x Yes

Language added to habitat sectoin that comes from description of terrestrial habitat consideration in Blue Earth 

County Plan.  Moreover, BE local proiorities will be added to separate section with priorities from other counties.
ack

2 figure BE County JC
move the Watonwan county label to straddle two of the aquifer boundaries so it doesn't look like a label for the dark blue glacial sand 

Wonewoc, Eau Claire, Mount Simon aquifer
x No Map provided to HEI from GRAPS. ack

PG 3-13 to 3-14 BWSR JSE

Not Meeting - Section 3.7 Water Quality and Quantity, pages 3-13 to 3-14: Per Plan Content Requirements III.B.3.c, the Land and Water 

Resources Narrative is to include information on 1) regulated pollutant sources and 2) permitted wastewater discharges. Narrative 

language, a new map, or reference to an existing Plan map should be included.

x Yes

The following text was added to address this comment: 

The water quality of the waterbodies within the Watonwan River Watershed have been studied , the results of which 

are summarized in the Watonwan River Watershed Resotration and Protection Strategies (WRAPS) Report (MPCa, 

2020).  In addition, a watershed wide Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) study has been completed for the 

Watonwan River Watershed.   The TMDL documents the regulated pollutant sources and permitted wastewater 

discharges within the watershed and, for impaired water bodies, provides TMDL calculations. Both reports can be 

found online (https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/watersheds/watonwan-river) The TMDL and WRAPS reports also 

indentify stressors causing aquatic life impairments.  Figure 4.6 provides a map of imapired waters within the 

Watonwan River Watershed.

ack

PG 3-5 to 3-7 BWSR JSE

Not Meeting - Section 3.5 Surface Water Resources (Streams, Lakes, Wetlands, Public Waters, and Ditches), pages 3-5 to 3-7: Per Plan 

Content Requirements III.B.3.a and the title of this subsection, this portion of the Draft Plan is to include a discussion of wetlands, but 

there is no wetland information in this section. Section 3.5 could include information on percentage of wetlands lost in the area. At a 

minimum, the Plan could refer to Figure 4-10 that shows wetlands.

x Yes

The following text was added to adress this comment:

In addition, the Watonwan River Watershed has several wetlands and numerous historic wetlands that have the 

potential to be restored.  Figure 4-10 illustrates this information as developed by the Minnesota National Wetland 

Inventory.  These data suggest that approximately 4% of the watershed is currently wetlands that that approximately 

93% of historic wetlands in the watershed have been loss.

ack

PG 3-25 to 3-28 BWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - Section 3-12 Socioeconomic Information, pages 3-25 to 3-28: Per Plan Content Requirements III.B.8. The economic 

portion of this plan content requirement is not well met. It could be improved by adding “employment by industry” information for the 

other four counties in the Watonwan watershed; it currently only has Martin and Watonwan and is therefore incomplete. Another 

option would be to include average or median household income from the six counties or even the townships within the watershed; 

county information should be available, but unsure on township information.

x Yes

Following paragraph was added:

The partners involved in the development of this plan reviewed the available data sources for describing 

socioeconomic information within the watershed.  The steering committee decided that the information within this 

section most accurately represented the watershed, recognizing the complexities of socioeconomic information at a 

watershed scale.

ack

Page 3-9 MDA JB

Page 3-9: Additional nitrate and pesticide testing of groundwater data are available for inclusion in the plan.

• It would be helpful for the second ‘nitrate’ bullet to be broken up since it contains different data sets (Note: check the plan for the use 

of the word ‘Nitrate’, it should be a singular word (in most cases) so consider using nitrate not nitrates).

o It would be beneficial to the reader to add more detail for Figure 3.7 to minimize confusion with other nitrate monitoring (e.g. “ none 

of the tested drinking water wells had levels at or above the SDWA standard of 10 mg/L”}

o MDA ambient monitoring well nitrate data should be itemized. Additional narrative would be helpful too, and perhaps a map 

illustrating these well locations.

x Yes
The bullet was brokend up into multiple parts.  Additional text was added to the figure caption. Additional data was 

not added to the map as the project team could not locate files for the requested data.
ack

Editorial

Note



Page 3-9 MDA JB

MDA township testing of private well for nitrate should be added here. (see detailed narrative below)

• MDA pesticide testing of private well results are available for select townships in Blue Earth County and others should be available in 

2021. (see detailed narrative below)

x Yes Text added as recommended by MDA ack

Page 3-10 MDA JB

Page 3-10: The source of this data should be contained in the legend; this appears to be well testing and hydro-geologic data?

It would be beneficial to include the township testing initial results map to illustrate where private well testing has occurred. This could 

be incorporation into figure 3.7, figure 4.3 or 4.4 or as a standalone map?

This illustration could help support overall targeting and prioritization identified in the plan.

x Partial
Additional description was provided.  However the township mapping data was not incorporated as the project team 

could not get access to the files
ack

Page 3-11 MDA JB

Page 3-11: MDA developed (and will soon be implementing through the Groundwater Protection Rule) vulnerable area criteria and 

mapping that could be included here. See:

https://www.mda.state.mn.us/chemicals/fertilizers/nutrient-mgmt/nitrogenplan/mitigation/wrpr/wrprpart1/vulnerableareamap

These areas with vulnerable groundwater areas are where nitrate can move easily through soil and into groundwater, contaminating 

drinking water sources, and includes coarse textured soils, and shallow to bedrock and karst geology. The MDA will use this vulnerable 

area map starting September 1, 2020 to identify vulnerable areas where nitrogen fertilizer application in fall and on frozen soil is 

prohibited. Area in the Watonwan watershed that are subject to this fall and frozen soil restriction can be found at: 

https://mnag.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=47a342afe6654640b935c8e76023da92 (shapefiles are available on 

the MN Geospatial Commons website). An illustration of vulnerable areas could help support targeting identified in the plan such as for 

outreach with farmers on nitrogen management. Depending how this complements targeting and prioritization in the plan the 

vulnerable area map and associated narrative could be combined or compared with figure 3.7, figure 4.3 or 4.4 or as a standalone map, 

as well as narrative in this section or narrative or goals on pages 5-21 or 5-22. Since this map illustrates fall and frozen soil nitrogen 

fertilizer restrictions, we suggest the narrative in the legend simply state that “Restrictions refer to MDA restrictions on the use of 

nitrogen fertilizer in the fall and on frozen soil. (Note exceptions apply; see: https://www.mda.state.mn.us/part-1-groundwater-

protection-rule )

x Yes
Revision to map being made.   Text added to bullets under Nitrate heading.  Additional figure added (now Figure 3-8) 

to show MDA nitrogen data.
ack

Page 3-15 MPCA WC

Figure 3-11: Surface Water and Ditches in the Watonwan River Watershed.

Is this a map of the open public ditches only? The whole drainage network should be included as part of this discussion. Leaving out the 

public tile systems and some estimation of the amount of private tile within the watershed doesn’t give an accurate picture of the 

potential impacts that drainage has on the watershed and the extent of the drainage systems within the watershed. A significant 

amount of time was spent discussing drainage during planning meetings. There should be a better inventory of the network that’s being 

considered.

x Partial

Carifying text added:

Figure 3-11 only contains information that was available across the entire watershed.  

ack

Page 3-13 MPCA WC

Section 3.7, Water Quality and Quantity.

There is no discussion of TSS, TN or TP loading issues in the water quality section. A great deal of information on these pollutants is 

contained in the Watonwan WRAPS which could be easily summarized and included in this section.

x Yes Per comment addressed above, a paragraph has been added that references both the WRAPS and TMDL studies ack

Page 3-14 MPCA WC

Section 3.8, Stormwater Systems, Drainage Systems, and Control Structures.

Please consider changing the wording “The drainage network is defined by the Watonwan River…” to something more like the “The river 

network…” or the “The watershed network…”. Drainage systems have their own connotation and this is expressed later in the paragraph 

as public and private systems.

x Yes Drainage was changed to watershed as described by reviewer ack

Page 3-15 DNR SR

Figure 3-11: Surface water and ditches in the WRW, page 39: While this figure shows surface waters, it can be misleading that the 

County Drainage Systems shown does not show underground public tile. Please consider adding the entire public drainage systems to 

the map, adding a separate map of public tile drainage, or including an explanation such as “A significant portion of the County Drainage 

Systems resides in underground tile and is not represented on this map.”

x Yes

Following text has been added:

Figure 3-11 only contains information that was available across the entire watershed.  There is subsurface drainage 

throughout the watershed that is not represented in this figure.

ack



Comments for the Watonwan River Comprehensive Water Management Plan Mat

erial

Comments represent changes in material and content of the plan.

Section 4 Revisions Comments represent spelling, grammatical, clarification, or visual issues with graphics. 

Generally consist of a statement expressing a perspective.
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Comment Response / Action Internal

BE County JC
HEI refused to use Blue Earth County GIS data as part of data in plan Section 4.  Consider using GIS data from Blue Earth County 

for groundwater recharge priority areas, wetlands, potentially resotrable wetlands, wildlife and conservation.
x Yes

Section 4.5 has been created for County specific priorities.  The Wildlife action network information has been removed 

from section 6 maps.  Additional narrative has been added to section 3 on terrestrial habitat consistent with language in 

the Blue Earth County plan.

ack

Page 4-14 BE County JC

Figure 4-10, potentially restorable wetlands. While there are many restorable wetlands based on DU, but Blue Earth County has 

prioritized restorable basins to provide important wetland functions with the greatest local public value. These public values 

are the same in Blue Earth County and the Watonwan watershed.

x Yes through county specific section ack

Page 4-20 BE County JC

Figure 4-8 This map places emphasis on native plants, rare plants and rare animals, and the MnDNR Minnesota Wildlife Action 

Plan that focuses on “species in greatest conservation need.” In the Watonwan watershed, the public and the Policy Committee 

identified rare species as lower, Tier 2 priorities. There are no maps or analysis in this plan that describe wildlife habitat. This is 

a data gap or a data deficiency that should have been described in this plan.

Yes through county specific section ack

Page 4-2 to 4-3 5 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 4.2 Issue Prioritization, pages 4-2 to 4-3, 5th paragraph: This is the first time the survey is mentioned. 

More could be added on when this took place, what questions it contained, and how it was used. Later in the paragraph an 

“online survey” is mentioned. Is this the same survey as the kickoff survey? Consider using the same title if it is the same.

x Yes

The paragraph was split after the description of how the steering team initial ranked issues based upon the in-person 

public meeting.   It now is set as:

.... Initially, issues were sorted into priority levels based solely on the number of dots tallied at the public kickoff meeting. 

In addition, an online survey was developed and made available to the public.  This online survey was used in recognition 

that some stakeholders may not have been able to attend the in-person public kickoff.  This online survey served as an 

added tool for gather feedback from interested stakeholders on priority issues within the watershed.

Once this exercise was completed, the Steering Team increased priority levels for some issues based on the results of an 

online survey, local expertise, or state agency comment. The Steering Team did not decrease any issue’s priority level 

determined by public input. 

ack

Page 4-8 2 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 4.4 Emerging Concerns and Ongoing Issues, Extreme Weather Events, page 4-8, second paragraph: 

Define what constitutes a “mega-rain.”
x Yes

Following definition added:

Mega-rains are storm events where the preciptation exeeds the predicted normals for the state.

ack

Page 4-8 3 1 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 4.4 Emerging Concerns and Ongoing Issues, Extreme Weather Events, page 4-8, third paragraph: The first 

sentence mentions lakes and streams may melt earlier. What about freezing over later? Is that happening as well?
x No

Through internet searches, there is much discussion about ice-out dates.  There are also reports and personell 

communication that can be cited to support earlier ice-out dates.  Ice-in may similiarly be changing, but a source to 

support this information could not be found.  If a source is provided, this statement can be added to the plan

ack

Page 4-9 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 4.4 Emerging Concerns and Ongoing Issues, Funding for Plan Implementation, page 4-9: Consider adding 

a sentence about Watershed Based Implementation Funds (WBIF); supporting them and recognizing that it is the type of 

funding needed for Plan implementation.

x Yes

Following sentence was added to the end of the 1st paragraph in that section:

Moreover, much of the targeted implementation schedule in Section 6 assumes that non-competitive Watershed Based 

Implementation Funds will be available to support the implementation of this plan.

ack

Page 4-13 MDA JB

Page 4-13, Fig. 4.3: This figure illustrating water table aquifer vulnerability (this appears to be modified from MN Geospatial 

Commons data?) indicates MDA as the source, which is correct, however DNR originally created this dataset. The plan should 

be clear on the use of “Vulnerable area” to not create confusion with the vulnerable area mapping discussed above, and 

additional narrative may be needed depending how vulnerable area mapping discussed above is incorporated in the plan.

x Yes Added clarifying language based upon revisions to make sure data sources and definitions are clear. ack

Page 4-18 DNR SR

Stormwater Systems, Drainage Systems, and Control Structures, (SW 3.8) Page 38:

The ‘Wood Lake Diversion’ listed in the plan is no longer in place. The dam and water diversion structure on the North Fork 

Watonwan was removed in 2016-2017 and replaced with a rock riffle. Please update the plan and map (Figure 4-8) accordingly. 

When considering barriers to fish passage, please add the culvert on the Watonwan River in Nelson Township (township road 

67) as a current fish passage barrier.

x Yes

Sentence on Wood Lake Diverson has been removed.  This sentence has been added in same location.   There is a figure 

in section 4 that connects to this information.  However, the specifc edits were made in Section 3 in the 3rd paragraph of 

Section 3.8.  Added sentence:

For example, there is a culvert on the Watonwan River in Nelson Township (township road 67) that is currently a barrier 

to fish passage. 

ack

Editorial

Note



Comments for the Watonwan River Comprehensive Water Management Plan
Section 5 Revisions
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5-23 BE County JC

How does the Watonwan watershed plan to achieve this mesurable goal?  Comment suggests that the goal 

below is a public health goal.

Reduce the number of drinking water wells that have elevated levels of arsenic and exceed the safe drinking 

water act standard of 10 ug/l by 25%

x No For actions, see Watershed-Wide Implementation Efforts beginning on page 6-39 x

Pg 5-16 BE County JC

On page 5-16 the plan states that “This measurable goal is centered on preserving and restoring existing 

quality wetland areas and restoring previously existing wetlands.” While there was opposition from the 

farmers on the Advisory Committee who didn’t think there should be any new wetlands, this is inconsistent 

with public input from many more individuals who participated in the public kick off meeting and completed 

the online survey. It is also inconsistent with the voluntary approach to conservation which is assumed in all 

the County and SWCD partners in the Watonwan River watershed.

x No
Upon discussion, decision was made to make no editorial change. Language will not be 

changed as it reflects Advisory Committee decisions.
x

BWSR JSE

Not Meeting - Per Plan Content Requirements III.D., each measurable short-term goal should relate to the 

desired future conditions in the watershed (long-term goals). As well as explain how the pace of progress will 

be assessed or tracked.

1. Example: The Plan sets out to achieve a 15% reduction in nitrogen – What will be used to determine 

progress towards this goal? Who will complete the determination?

This concern could be addressed via an additional narrative or an additional table.

x Yes

Language added in the Programs section to define how goals will be tracked. 

Page 7-5. "Over the course of the year, WRCWMP entities will use the best available 

science and tools to estimate progress toward measurable goals, including PTMApp 

results (or similar) to start tracking progress toward goals (Table 7-2 on the following 

page).  "

Table 7-2 will be revised by HEI to tie back to issues better. Samples from other plans 

will be provided by BWSR. 

x

BWSR JSE

Weakly - Per Plan Content Requirements III.D, “[….] the majority [of goals] should be focused on a specific 

subwatershed, natural resource, or local government where specific outcomes will be achieved.” Depending 

on how the Resource Concern maps and the Targeted Implementation Table are interpreted, there is a 

potential for a large percentage of short-term goals in the Plan to be watershed-wide rather than targeted.

 Example: Section 5, Resource Concern Maps, pages 5-2, 5-20, 5-25: Are these maps showing which 

subwatersheds implementation will occur in first? Are the maps showing where the majority of the resource 

concern work and funds spent will occur in this 10-year plan? In addition, what parameters or tool(s) were 

used to develop these maps?

x Yes

Add texted: "In example, when working on surface water issues, implementation 

preference will go towards projects in higher priority watersheds." 

Added figures numbers to each cover page. 

x

BWSR JSE

Weakly - Plan language defines “long-term goal” as the desired future condition to accomplish. Of the 45 long-

term goals in the Plan, 31 (69%) are no more than an extension of the short-term goal and do not adequately 

correlate to the desired future condition. Review each long-term goal and adjust to better align with the Plan’s 

definition.

1. Example: Section 5, page 5-6, Issue SW 2.1: “Short-term – Restoration: Achieve a 10% reduction in 

phosphorus load in lakes identified for restoration. Long-term: Extend short-term Restoration […..] goals.” Is a 

10% reduction your desired future condition or is the desired future condition to meet water quality 

standards?

Yes Long-Term goals revised. Change all Long Term Goals to "Desired Future Conditions" x

BWSR JSE

Weakly - Education and outreach related goals are measuring outputs (countable activities) and not outcomes 

(the results of the actions). How do the partners intend to measure outcomes from hosting these events and 

providing this information? What will the indicator (metric, benchmark) be for measuring progress towards 

desired future condition of the watershed? This could be addressed either here in Section 5 or in Section 7 

(Implementation Programs).

o Section 5, page 5-3, Issue SW 1.1: Part of the long-term goal is “extend annual outreach goal.” There is not 

an outreach goal for the short-term goal. Explain what is meant by this.

x Yes
Add lanaguage to page 7-3, second paragraph: Outreach efforts will be documented on 

an annual basis and will be reported back to BWSR. 
x

Page 5-1 1st bullet BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5.1 Establishing Measurable Goals, page 5-1, first bullet: Groundwater Protection and 

Restoration should be flipped to Groundwater Restoration and Protection to match ‘GRAPS.’
x Yes Revise as described x

Page 5-1 last bullet BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5.1 Establishing Measurable Goals, page 5-1, last bullet: More than “local water and 

resource managers” comprised the Steering Team. Consider rewording.
x No Would need clarification x



Page 5-1 2nd 2 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5.2 Measurable Goals, page 5-1, second paragraph: In the second sentence, it mentions 

funding opportunities, local government capacity, and landowner willingness being important determinants of 

where implementation will occur. Funding was examined in detail during the planning process. How was local 

capacity and landowner willingness addressed during planning or how will it be addressed during 

implementation? Consider expanding to include more on those items.

x Yes Addressed through comment response in Plan Section 8 x

Page 5-1 2 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5.2 Measurable Goals, page 5-1, second paragraph: The second paragraph ends with “if 

needed.” Consider expanding on this. How will the partnership know if/when they need to fund lower 

priorities in low priority areas?

x Yes Addressed through comment response in Plan Section 6 x

Page 5-4 Issue SW 2.2 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5, page 5-4, Issue SW 1.2: The short-term goal is vague. Who are the partners involved 

in coordination? Consider providing more detail.
x No Partners responsible for actions are identified in the implementation Section 6 x

Page 5-7 Issue SW 2.2 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-7, Issue SW 2.2: If the issue is “management of lake levels…”, a more concrete 

long-term goal could be given other than continuing educational outreach efforts. Consider “Properly 

managing lake levels to improve the quality and sustainability of lakes in the watershed,” or similar, in order to 

tie into language in the second paragraph above the goals box.

x Yes
Revised to: "Continue to conduct educational efforts to encourage the development of 

lake management plans with local partners. "
x

Page 5-9 1 3 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-9, Issue SW 3.1, first paragraph after the table: The sentence “The short-term 

planning region reduction goals are the percent of PTMApp-calculated mass reduction to meet the WRAPS 10-

year target for that parameter…” would be easier to read and understand if written in plain language and/or if 

the information was also shown in table form.

x Yes HEI will revise language x

Page 5-11
Issue SW 3.1 goal 

box
BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-11, Issue SW 3.1, goals box: A comment was made by BWSR on a pre-draft of 

the plan that goals with language “reduction in length of streams classified as impaired” should be changed to 

reference of number of WIDS impaired since that is what impairments are based upon. Please change in this 

goals box and elsewhere in the plan.

x Yes

Change ST to: "Reduction in the number of impaired streams." 

Change LT to: "Waterbodies meet water qualilty standards."

x

Page 5-12 2 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5, page 5-12, Issue SW 3.2, Second paragraph: For easier readability, consider changing 

“and reaches of Butterfield Creek…” to “and one reach each of Butterfield Creek…”.
x Yes Revised as suggested. x

Page 5-12 Issue SW 3.2 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5, page 5-12, Issue SW 3.2, Image: Is the Upper Watonwan missing its bacteria 

percentage reduction short-term goal?
x If needed

The WRAPS document was reviewed and for the AUIDs within the Upper Watonwan 

River planning region, specific goals were not available.  If the numbers are available 

and provided, HEI is happy to incorporate them after public hearings.

x

Page 5-12 1 2 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5, page 5-12, Issue SW 3.2, First paragraph: The first sentence has odd wording; fecal 

coliform and E. coli are bacteria. What water quality standards were (FC) and are (EC) set on.
x No

Based upon the TMDL language, E.coli was used.  However, the language in the WRAPS 

does not specify as near as HEI can tell.
x

Page 5-12 1 4 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-12, Issue SW 3.2, First paragraph: The fourth sentence is also odd since IBIs 

are used for aquatic life. Consider replacing with "unlike most water quality pollutants." (Note that this is also 

the example used in the executive summary section.)

x Yes Revised as suggested. x

Page 5-13 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-13, Issue SW 3.2, goals box, Short Term: The protection bullet under “reach-

specific scale” reads “no increase in parameter loading…” How will this be measured; how will the partners 

know if/when this goal has been reached? Consider re-wording to be more measurable.

x Yes "Maintain or reduce stream bacteria in reaches not classified as impaired." x

Page 5-13 goal box BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5, page 5-13, Issue SW 3.2, goals box, Long Term: The reach-specific goals are identical 

to the short-term goals. Can the short-term goal be more specific?
x Yes

Changed ST to: "Reduction in the number of impaired streams." 

Changed LT to: "Waterbodies meet water qualilty standards."

x

Page 5-16 goal box BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 5, page 5-16, Issue SW 3.4, goals box: Where did the 500 acres and 1,000 contacts 

numbers originate? Was there an analysis or is this what the partners thought was a realistic number?
x No HEI's recollection is that this was a partner agreed number x

Page 5-17 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-17, Issue SW 5.1, goals box: The number 7.5% is given for an implement and 

maintain number. Where did this originate; what type of analysis? What does it translate to in acreage? What 

is the current percentage/acreage of this type of cover? How will it be tracked to know if the goal is met? Is 

this continuous cover like perennial crops? Or cover crops?

x Yes
Changed to: "Implement and maintain additional vegetative cover practices on 41,900 

acres of the total watershed land area."
x

Page 5-22 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-22, Issue GW 1.1, goals box, first bullet of short-term goals: It reads, 

“discouraging or preventing land conversion…”. What type of land conversion is going to be discouraged? 

Maybe in some protection locations, conversion might still be a benefit if it’s to the right type of land-cover. 

Consider being more specific.

x Yes Specify land conversion to cultivated land. x



Page 5-23 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-23, Issue GW 1.2, goals box, first short-term goal: How will this goal be 

measured? Is the current number of wells with elevated nitrate known so that a 25% reduction can be 

tracked?

x Yes Goal is being removed x

Page 5-24 goal Box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-24, Issue GW 2.1, goals box: The first short-term goal notes improvement of 

water use efficiency on 25% of irrigated acres. What is the total current acreage of irrigated acres; what 

number of acres does 25% equate to? How will it be known that this goal is met? How will water use efficiency 

be promoted and improved?

x Yes Goal is being removed x

Page 5-35 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-35, Issue LKB 1.1, goals box: The long-term goal is identical to one of the short-

term goals minus the “encourage comprehensive conservation recommendations” portion. Should that read as 

100 more site visits? Why is 200 enough? This is a long-term goal, so maybe the goal is to have site visits on all 

properties that are willing to have one?

x No
This goal was driven by Steering Team discussion on the feasible number of sites that 

could be visited.   Will revise if specified by Steering Team
x

Page 5-36 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 5, page 5-36, Issue LKB 1.2, goals box: This goal reads as an activity. Is the goal to have 

an increase in awareness and knowledge of the plan and to identify potential implementation roadblocks and 

to do this you will hold 10 outreach efforts? The goal is also vague; "discuss watershed plan implementation" 

could be anything. Consider adding some detail.

x Yes
Add to end of goal: to increase in awareness and knowledge of the plan and to identify 

potential implementation roadblocks
x

Page 5-39 2 last BWSR JSE
Recommend -Section 5, page 5-39, Issue LS 2.1, second paragraph, last sentence: Cover crops is a better 

example than nutrient management.
x Yes HEI can revise as described x

Page 5-40 goal box BWSR JSE

Recommend -Section 5, page 5-40, Issue LS 2.2, goals box: Are the percentages in the short-term and long-

term goals referring to existing IPHT systems? If more are found, will they be included? What is the estimated 

number of IPHT systems in the watershed?

x Yes

Add paragraph to text "A system that is not protective is considered an imminent threat 

to public health or safety. Each county estimates the number of imminent public health 

threat systems annually. Counties will report an estimate of how many of these systems 

are in the watershed. The number per year will be used to track progress towards the 

short-term goal. This will help protect surface and groundwater quality."

x

MDA JB

Section 5 – many terms in this section (and perhaps others as well) would benefit from providing a definition, 

so clear meaning is given and so that goals can be better evaluated. Some examples include: multipurpose 

drainage management,

conservation practices, BMPS, soil health, and others. This is especially important if the term is included in an 

issue statement, so that goals can be better measured.

x Yes
Flushed out the glossary to include definitions for many of the terms used in the plan.  

Adapated much of this from the Cannon River 1W1P
x

Page 5-3 MDA JB

The wording of the issue “‘Level of multipurpose drainage management utility’ to reduce downstream peak 

flows and flooding, reduce erosion and sedimentation, and protect or improve water quality” should be 

clarified so it is understandable to readers. Does this mean that multipurpose drainage management 

implementation should be increased?

x Yes
Sentence added: "The intent of this issue statement is to increase the level of MDM 

practices within the watershed. "
x

Page 5-4 MDA JB

Narrative should be added to clarify the difference between issue SW 1.1 and SW 1.2 (page 5-4). Is SW 1.1 

implementation activities within and adjacent to the drainage system, while SW 1.2 is throughout the 

watershed?

x Yes 
See comment above. Sentence added: "The intent of this issue statement is to increase 

the level of MDM practices within the watershed. "
x

Page 5-4 MDA JB
Page 5-4: The short term goal is to “identify” (conservation practices). If the goal is to “implement” as well this 

should be itemized into separate action item and metrics provided.
x No Actions are provided in section 6 x

Page 5-15 MDA JB

Page 5-15: Three practices seems pretty limited, and it is unclear what would qualify as a ‘practice’. It would be 

beneficial to provide additional narrative to specify additional practices and the unit of measure that applies

( Ex. feet of stream; # of gullies, tons of soil…)

x Yes
Add lanaguage to narrative: "These practices may include rip rap, live stakes, hard 

armor, and rock riffles."
x

Page 5-17 MDA JB

Page 5-17: The first short term bullet states ‘Implement and maintain 7.5% vegetative cover’. How much 

existing vegetative cover exists right now? If it's greater than equal to 7.5% currently, does that mean no 

implementation needs to happen?

More narrative may be needed to explain the short term goals. Will a reader understand how increase 

vegetative cover and ‘soil health’ reduce peak flows rates?

x Yes
Changed to: "Implement and maintain additional vegetative cover practices on 41,900 

acres of the total watershed land area."
x

Page 5-21 MDA JB
Page 5-21: Depending on inclusion, prioritizing and targeting related to township testing results, and 

vulnerable areas as discussed above, additional narrative could be needed here.
x Yes Text added "…and other available state geospatial data layers" x

Page 5-22 MDA JB

Page 5-22

• The first bullet states “maintain existing land cover”; should this be maintain vegetative cover?

• The second bullet uses alternative management tools which is from the Nitrogen Fertilizer Management Plan 

(NFMP)? This is the first time (and only time?) this term is used in the plan, so explain to reader what this 

means or modify the narrative.

• The fourth bullet proposes nitrate clinics for irrigation water only; are drinking water wells not intended to 

be included?

x Yes

Changed to: "Maintain and improve existing vegetative cover by discouraging or 

preventing conversion to cultivated land;"

AMT added to the glossary.

Goal added "Hold 20 clinics to educate citizens on private well nitrogen levels. "

x



Page 5-23 1 MDA JB

The opening paragraph shows the reference as “(MDH 2018)”. Should this be or MDA 2018, since the 

document being referenced is probably from here: https://www.mda.state.mn.us/pesticide-fertilizer/water-

monitoring-reports-resources ?

x Yes Revise as recommended x

Page 5-23 1 last 2 MDA JB

The last two sentences of the opening paragraph are related to nitrate in groundwater (“Further, fall fertilizer 

application restrictions are in place in some areas throughout the WRW. More can be found at 

https://www.mda.state.mn.us/chemicals/fertilizers/nutrientmgmt/nitrogenplan/mitigation/wrpr/wrprpart1/v

ulnerableareamap”) These may fit better under GW 1.1?

x Yes More information about about nitrate vulnerable areas can be found [link.] x

Page 5-24 MDA JB
Page 5-24: The narrative may wish to note the U MN - Extension irrigation specialist here, who may be able to 

provide assistance with irrigation goals. See: https://www.mda.state.mn.us/node/1313
x Yes

Add narrative: "Resources such as the University of Minnesota - Extension irrigation 

specialist may be utilized to support these efforts."
x

Page 5-32 MDA JB
Page 5-32: Consider including the MDA pest information website here: https://www.mda.state.mn.us/pest-

information
x Yes

Add narrative "More information about terrestrial invasive species can be found at 

https://www.mda.state.mn.us/pest-information. "
x

Page 5-35 MDA JB

Page 5-35:

• The issue would benefit for additional narrative to clarify the goal statement “comprehensive site visits”. 

Does this include rural and urban areas; does this mean ‘whole farm planning’, will these address all resources 

concerns?

• The short & long term goals both include 100 comprehensive site visits. Is this intended to be new site visits 

or follow-up to the short term site visits?

• Since comprehensive site visits are what they do, and this was discussed as an existing activity ‘across county 

boundaries’ ( i.e. watershed wide), consider adding information on the Minnesota Agricultural Water Quality 

Certification Program (MAWQCP) here. (MAWQCP information could be added elsewhere in the plan as well 

where

resource concerns and staffing are discussed). See:

https://www.mda.state.

x Yes

Add language to goal narrative: 

"One avenue for this is through comprehensive site visits. A comprehensive site visit can 

be conducted on any site in the watershed, and can be inclusive of Minnesota 

Agricultural Water Quality Certification Program (MAWQCP), promotion of nutrient 

management and 4 Rs, and more. The group will continue to pursue new 

comprehensive programs for use in this plan."

x

5-39 MDA JB

Page 5-39

• It would be beneficial to discuss in the narrative that the intent is to ‘measure’ soil health through 

implementation of practices. Specifically, the narrative should discuss practices that have been shown to 

benefit soil health and those practices that may be applicable to the watershed.

x No

This information is covered in Section 6.  At the discretion of the Steering Team, 

additional narrative will be added to section 6 to describe the activities/practices that 

will be used to address soil health

x

5-39 MDA JB

• The short term goal states 5 soil health practices/planning region? Since soil health practices are variable this 

measure does not adequately relate the potential activity(ies) or scale of the goal, it would be beneficial to 

provide additional metrics here such as practice type(s) (agronomic, nutrient and residue management) or 

practice area such as acres.

x No
The Steering Team will evaluate if clarification is needed in Section 6 to describe 

practices that address soil health
x

Page 5-41 MDA JB
Page 5-41: Should the narrative specify ‘nutrient management’ as well as manure management so that it is 

clear that managing the nutrient content of the manure is intended as well?
x Yes

Narrative revised to "Actions within this plan encourage livestock producers to develop 

and regularly update Manure Management Plans, and implement nutrient and manure 

management best management practices (BMPs). "

x

Page 5-12 MPCA WC

Resource Concern: River and Streams – Issue SW 3.2 Elevated bacteria levels in rivers and streams. Pages 87-

88.

Short and long term goals do not match the map information provided. Is there a calculation for each 

subwatershed that is being defined?

x No
The WRAPS document was reviewed by AUIDs within each planning region, and long-

term WRAPS targets. 
x

Pgae 5-9 MPCA WC

In addition, outlet loading at the sub-watershed planning areas (as estimated by PTMapp) are near or equal to 

the 10-year average (as measured by the MPCA Load Monitoring Network) loading at the outlet of the entire 

Watonwan River Watershed. MPCA understands that pollutant loading from the planning areas would not 

correlate exactly with loading at the outlet of the major watershed due to in-stream processes. However, 

applying reduction percentages to the planning area load estimates results in greater load reductions than 

would be realized at the mouth of the watershed. As an example, the PTMapp combined estimated loading 

from the six planning regions totals 172,590 tons of total suspended solids per year. With a short term 

reduction goal of 4% at the outlet of each planning region, the total load reduction at the mouth of the 

watershed would mathematically be 6,900 tons. A 6,900 ton reduction in sediment would actually equate to a 

20% reduction when compared to the average measured load of 33,444 tons. The MPCA believes this 

represents an inflated reduction for what would be achieved from 4% reductions in each of the planning areas.

x Yes

Change first bullet of 5.1 to "Percent reduction target from the WRAPS…." Search 

throughout document to find any other reference to WRAPS goals. 

Page 5-9 end of 1st paragraph: During implementation, the group will evaluate methods 

to alight the information from WRAPS monitoring and modeling with information 

derived from PTMApp.

x



Page 5-14 DNR SR

Connectivity (SW 3.3) Page 9, 89: We are pleased that both lateral connectivity for floodplain access and 

longitudinal connectivity for aquatic organism passage are identified as a Tier One Priority issue. To avoid 

confusion, the SW 3.3 Issue Statement Loss of lateral and longitudinal floodplain access and connectivity 

may be better phrased as Loss of lateral connectivity for floodplain access and longitudinal connectivity for 

aquatic organism passage

x Yes
Add sentence: "This goal is focused on lateral connectivity for floodplain access and 

longitudinal connectivity for aquatic organism passage. "
x

Page 5-30 DNR SR

Resource Concern: Aquatic Habitat (HR 1.3): Regarding invasive species, the species listed read as though they 

all have been found in the watershed; however, Spiny Water Fleas have not yet been recorded in the 

Watonwan River Watershed. Suggest rephrasing to note that spiny water flea has not been found in the 

watershed yet.

x Yes Revised to: "and Spiny Water Fleas (they have not been recorded in the WRW)." x
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6-8 through 

6-37
BE County JC

Use MN Widlife action Plan, Appendix E, Figure E6, on page E-10 instead of MnDNR Wildlife Action Plan network 

Ranks.   Apply to Resource concern maps as well?
x Partial

The WAN data is removed from the maps.  However, we could not gain access to the data 

referenced by the reivewer.  In addition, a section 4.5 has been added where Counties can add local 

information not fully captured in the plan

ack

Across 

planning 

region 

profiles for 

Section 6

BE County JC

The Planning Region Overview habitat priorities for wildlife habitat are not consistent with the Watonwan 1W1P 

Tier 1 priorities. Instead the wildlife priorities stated in each Planning Region Overview are those identified by the 

MnDNR Minnesota Wildlife Action Network which focuses on “species in greatest conservation need” or rare, 

threatened, endangered and declining wildlife species. Protecting these species are lower, Tier 2 priorities as 

determined with public input and as approved by the Watonwan Watershed Planning Partnership Policy 

Committee.

We recommend that Blue Earth County priorities and wildlife and habitat priorities from all the partners’ 

comprehensive and local water plans be included in the Watonwan 1W1P.

x Yes

The WAN data is removed from the maps.  However, we could not gain access to the data 

referenced by the reivewer.  In addition, a section 4.5 has been added where Counties can add local 

information not fully captured in the plan

ack

BWSR

Not Meeting -

Per Plan Content Requirements III.D., “plans that do not contain sufficient measurable goals to indicate an intended 

pace of progress for addressing the priority issues will not be approved.”

The Plan’s targeted implementation schedule section needs to provide more explanation on how activities relate to 

measurable goals. Activities set using PTMApp are a bit clearer, but all others are lacking this connection. Examples 

from non-surface water related goals:

BWSR

Not meeting - For the two goals for HR1.1, there are six related activities noted in the implementation activity 

tables. The second goal (“Complete culvert/fish barrier inventory.”) does not have activities directly relating to the 

completion of this inventory. Also, for the first goal (“Across the watershed, meet a 12% increase in MPCA Stream 

Habitat Assessment score, defined as the 10-year target in the WRW WRAPS.”) there is nothing in the associated 

activities that connects to a 12% increase across the watershed. Additionally, does “across the watershed” mean 

each SHA score will increase 12% or that on average they will increase 12%?

BWSR

Not meeting - For the two goals for LS 1.1, there are four related activities noted in the implementation activity 

tables. The first goal states that there will be stormwater management work completed in 10 communities. Are 

there any priority communities? Will preference be given to cities in priority planning areas or subwatershed areas? 

Will this goal be met if there is one BMP in one community per year? Or only if that BMP addresses peak flow rates, 

sediment, and nutrient loading?

BWSR

Not meeting - For the goal for LS 2.1, there are no related activities noted in the implementation table. Also, how 

was it decided that five soil health practices per planning region is the right number? What are the high priority 

areas per planning region? Does a map need to be referenced here?

General BWSR JSE

Not meeting - In addition, when comparing the Advisory Committee issues/goals/actions spreadsheets to the Plan 

implementation table, most Resource Concerns appear to have one or more activities that were not included in the 

implementation table. Were these intentionally not included? If so, how was this decided?

 Surface Water – Ag Drainage: 1 activity missing

 Surface Water – Flooding: 5 activities missing

 Surface Water – Lakes: 2 activities missing

 Surface Water – Rivers and Streams: 10 activities missing

 Surface Water – Wetlands: 2 activities missing

 Groundwater: 7 activities missing

 Habitat and Recreation: 11 activities missing

 Land Stewardship: 6 activities missing

x Yes

The actions in the plan were not updated based upon this comment.  The steering team felt that 

revisions to the previous table referenced were consistent with decisions made during the planning 

process.  Many activities were aggregated as a result of these previous decisions.  To make it more 

clear how acitvities relate directly to the goals from plan section 5, a goal key was added to plan 

section 6 and all activities were linked to the key in this tabl.e

ack

BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Reassess connections between goals and activities. A more involved way of doing so would be to use 

the original spreadsheets as the template for the implementation table. Other options include adding narrative 

language, a summary table, or re-wording goals so a clearer connection is evident.

x Yes

The actions in the plan were not updated based upon this comment.  The steering team felt that 

revisions to the previous table referenced were consistent with decisions made during the planning 

process.  Many activities were aggregated as a result of these previous decisions.  To make it more 

clear how acitvities relate directly to the goals from plan section 5, a goal key was added to plan 

section 6 and all activities were linked to the key in this tabl.e

ack

BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 6, Implementation Schedule: Per Plan Content Requirements III.E.3, the targeted 

implementation schedule must include “identification of roles and the responsible government unit for the action.” 

The Planning Region Implementation Schedules do not clearly indicate which LGU will be taking the lead for each 

action. The ‘bolding’ doesn’t appear to have been completed for all actions. In addition, it is suggested that a 

specific lead LGU be designated for each action in order to better ensure completion and provide accountability.

x Yes
The lead partner for each activity was underlined to make it more clear who the lead is for the 

action.  
ack

Implmenation Profile tables: Multiple Benefits columnsBWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-12, Implementation Profiles: The Implementation Schedules for the Planning 

Regions look different from the watershed-wide Implementation Schedule(s). The watershed-wide Implementation 

Schedule has Action Numbers and indicates Issue Number by Resource Concern. The Planning Area Profiles do not. 

It should be the same for each of the Planning Region Implementation Schedules. (For this and all planning 

regions.) Preference would be to include Action Numbers and Issue Number by Resource Concern and may help 

address missing activities referenced in a previous comment.

x Yes
Goal numbers from the goal key were added instead of dots.  The location of dots was updated to 

match the specificity of the newly added goal key.
ack

Page 6-12 BWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-12, Implementation Profile, Annual Budget column: The assumption is that 

these numbers are per year (“annual budget”), but are they per acre? Per project?

 Example -The first row is to do 181 acres and $1000. Is this $1000 for the entire 181 acres? $1000 per year for a 

total of $10,000 for the entire 181 acres?

x Yes per year was added to each budget item for clarification ack

TP prioritized TN Prioritized

Page 6-12 BWSR JSE
Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-12, Implementation Profile: The marks in the “Multiple Benefits” columns seem 

overzealous. Reconsider which benefits will actually be addressed in each of the planning areas.
x Yes

Goal key forced revision to these columns.  Connections to the goals are more directly tied to the 

goal number in the goal key.
ack

BWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - The Timeline columns for all Implementation Schedules have a large number of actions labeled as 

“Ongoing”. Others only have marks in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd biennium. The 4th and 5th have little to no marks. 

Consider having a discussion about what work will be or should be taking place first and edit the timeline 

accordingly.

x Yes

The steering team decided to leave the timeline as is but add the following language to the last 

paragraph of the opening narrative in Section 6, "The annual work planning process will estabilys 

the extact timing of actions that will be pursued each year. Actions identified for that year or as 

"ongoing" will be condisered at that point. During the second biennium, the group will establish the 

timeline for the ongoing actions in this plan. Many of the ongoing actions were established before 

this planing process began, and will continue during plan implementation."

ack

Page 6-46 multiple BWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-46, Table 6-7, Row EO-3: There is no GW 1.3.

o Section 6, page 6-46, Table 6-7, Row EO-5: There is no LKB 2.1.

o Section 6, page 6-46, Table 6-7, Row EO-7: There is no GW 1.3.

x Yes
All values have benn revised through the development of a goal key that ties all activites to specific 

actions
ack

Page 6-47 Row EO-13 BWSR JSE
Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-47, Table 6-7, Row EO-13: You cannot both maintain and expand. Is this 

supposed to be “or?” Also, what are the current number of acres and by how much will it expand?
x No

Would need clarification to adjust and additional information from Steering Team. HEI does think 

you can maintain and expand acres.
ack

Page 6-48 ROW EO-19 BWSR JSE
Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-48, Table 6-7, Row EO19: Explain whether this indicates two outreach efforts 

per year or two total during the 10-year Plan.
x No the table indicates  2/year ack

Page 6-48 Row EO-19 BWSR JSE
Weakly Meeting -Section 6, page 6-48, Table 6-7, Row EO19: This action does not correlate with SW 2.1 but rather 

with SW 2.2.
x Yes

Revision was made to connect his actions to goals per previous comments.  Specific goal 

connections are SW2.1a and SW2.1b
ack

Page 6-48 Row EO-21 BWSR JSE Weakly Meeting -Section 6, page 6-48, Table 6-7, Row EO21: There is no LKB 2.1. x Yes Revisions made to connect to specifc goals.  In this instance LKB1.2a ack

Page 6-51 Row R-14 BWSR JSE
Weakly Meeting - Section 6, page 6-51, Table 6-8, Row R-14: This action seems that it will go above and beyond 

current activity and might need additional budget to complete.
x Yes

Steering team discussed this comment.  Intent of the action is to share knowledge, not adjust local 

regulations.   This langaugae was added to the end of the aciton statement for clarification, "The 

intent of this action is to share knowledge, not to adjust local regulations.".

ack

Section 6 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 6: The Targeted Implementation Schedule will be an often-used portion of the Plan during 

the years of LGU implementation. It would be easier to use with one Implementation Schedule rather than seven 

separate areas to look for the information.

x Yes Implementation action table created for appendix.  Referenced in 2nd paragraph of Seciton 6. ack

Section 6 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6: Anytime a Table is on multiple pages, make sure the heading row is carried to each 

consecutive page otherwise it is difficult to read.
x Yes HEI will revise as described ack

General Yesx

The actions in the plan were not updated based upon this comment.  The steering team felt that 

revisions to the previous table referenced were consistent with decisions made during the planning 

process.  Many activities were aggregated as a result of these previous decisions.  To make it more 

clear how acitvities relate directly to the goals from plan section 5, a goal key was added to plan 

section 6 and all activities were linked to the key in this tabl.e

ack

Editorial

Note

JSE



Page 6-3 Table 6-1 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6, page 6-3, Table 6-1: Why is the third column labeled “est, 10-year budget shortfall”? It 

reads inconsistent with the other two column headers. (Also in Executive Summary.)
x No

This language was decided during budget discussions.  It is intended to call out anticipated lack of 

budget after local dollars at watershed based funding is used
ack

Page 6-3
reference to 

table 6-2?
BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 6, page 6-3, Paragraph under the table: “…was distributed among the six planning regions 

based on allocations specified in Table 6-2”. How were the numbers in the second column of Table 6-2 decided? 

That information would be helpful to include in the narrative.

x Yes Sentence added: The planning region priority maps, WRAPS priorities, and professional judgement 

were used by the Steering Committee to allocate funding percentage distributions. 

ack

Page 6-4 Table 6-2 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6, page 6-4, Table 6-2: Addition of a row or column for totals would make this table more 

comparable to Table 6-1.
x Yes HEI can add a total row ack

Page 6-5 under Table 6-3 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6, page 6-5, paragraph under Table 6-3: Consider inserting a definition of “most cost-

effective” and state that sediment, TP and TN were used but sediment was the focus.
x Yes

Sentence addded: Cost-effectiveness means the lowest dollar invested per mass reduced of 

sediment, TP, and TN.
ack

Page 6-8 Text below maps BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6, page 6-8, text box below the map: Consider placing this information into table format (for 

this and all other planning regions). It would be easier to read and understand.
x No

This format was agreed to in multiple meetings that BWSR staff were included in.  HEI will perform 

the revision at the discretion of the Steering team, but those revisions are beyond the resources in 

our current contract.

ack

Page 6-38 Table BWSR JSE Recommend - Section 6, page 6-38: There is not a table header for the table on this page. x Yes Header added ack

Page 6-40 Table 6-5 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6, page 6-40, Table 6-5: The Unit/Unit Cost/Total 10-Year Cost columns reference “See 

Section 7.” Please indicate the specific page(s) to find this information.
x Yes HEI added a reference to the specific table ack

Page 6-45 Table 6-6 BWSR JSE
Recommend - Section 6, page 6-45, Table 6-6, Row RM-19: What is the current status of the Geologic Atlas’ for the 

watershed? Is this action expected to be completed by the end of 2029?
x No Will be left as is unless a timeline is provided by Steering Team or state agencies ack

Pages 6-46 to 6-49Table 6-7 BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 6, pages 6-46 to 6-49, Table 6-7: In total, there are many outreach efforts. It might be helpful 

either in the plan or during work planning to make a table showing all outreach activities and where cross-purposes 

can be met between them.

x No HEI will reconsider based upon feedback from Steering Team ack

Page 6-48
Table 6-7 

Row EO22
BWSR JSE

Recommend - Section 6, page 6-48, Table 6-7, Row EO22: This action reads very confusing. Is it trying to combine 

two goals from the SW Surface Runoff and Flooding?
x Yes To address this comment, the specific goals the action is tied to have been added ack

Page 6-8 (start) MDA JB

The planning region overview sheets (starting on page 6-8) do a nice job of identifying priorities and specific 

sediment, phosphorus and nitrogen reductions and associated number of practices to address them. At the 

beginning of this section it would be useful to discuss how targeting will begin, the prioritization process, and 

resource limitations (funding, staff, local interest, etc.).

x Yes
Edits made it connecting the tables and clarifying timelines from other comments will address this 

issue.
ack

Page 6-39 to Page 6-40 MDA JB

The tables in section 6-3 (beginning on page 6-39) indicate these are watershed wide activities, although some of 

these appear to overlap with targeted watershed areas (Ex. How does CI-2 (page 6-40) differ/compare to SW 3.4 

(page 5-15). Additional narrative would be helpful to clarify these two sections.

x Yes
The watershed wide actions were reviewed and checked to be sure that each action aligns with the 

appropriate issue based goals.
ack

MDA JB
Several of the timelines for implementing these actions are listed as “ongoing.” It would be beneficial to assign 

these timelines timeframes to clarify the plan and so progress can be evaluated.
x Yes Addressed through prior comment ack

Page 6-41 MDA JB Page 6-41:, action # RM-5 (NFMP) - MDA could be added as a partner here. x Yes MDA will be added as described ack

Page 6-42 MDA JB
Page 6-42: action # RM-8 – MDA could be added as a partner here. See: https://www.mda.state.mn.us/plants-

insects/noxious-invasive-weed-program
x Yes MDA will be added as described ack

Page 6-18 MDH AS

Section 6 Implementation Schedule, St. James Creek Planning Region Overview (page 6-18): Planning Region 

Priorities section does not mention St. James Vulnerable Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA). The 

map of Priority and Assessed Water Bodies does not include the St. James Vulnerable DWSMA and Wellhead 

Protection layers. Since this planning region is a priority area for groundwater quality (section 5 of plan), the map 

layers for the vulnerable St. James DWSMA should be mapped.

x Yes Add layer to map ack

Page 6-33 MDH AS

Section 6 Implementation Schedule, Lower Watonwan River Planning Region Overview (page 6-33): Planning Region 

Priorities section does not mention LaSalle Vulnerable Drinking Water Supply Management Area (DWSMA). The 

map of Priority and Assessed Water Bodies does not include the LaSalle Vulnerable DWSMA and Wellhead 

Protection layers. Since this planning region is a priority area for groundwater quality (section 5 of plan), the map 

layers for the vulnerable LaSalle DWSMA should be mapped. Thank you for including the Mankato surface water 

drinking water supply management area and spill management area in the text and map.

x Yes Add layer to map ack

MDH AS

Section 6 Action Items: Many of the timelines are listed as ongoing. Consider what actions will be completed first. 

MDH appreciates that some drinking water related projects are listed in the 2020-2023 timelines (Action RM-5, RM-

18). When the plan partners determine which projects to begin with we encourage giving priority to projects in 

drinking water supply management areas in order to maximize mutual benefits.

x Yes Addressed through timeline section ack

MDH AS
Section 6 Action Items: Add action item(s) for well sealing. Example language could be to provide cost share to well 

owners for sealing of unsealed, unused wells and provide educational materials on well sealing.
x Yes

Steering team discussed and decided to add as an action the the regulatory table with SWCD as lead 

and MDH and County as partners.
ack

Page 6-41 MDH AS
Table 6-6 Research and Monitoring Program Implementation, Action RM-5 (page 6-41): Instead of Mankato source 

water protection area change to Mankato drinking water supply management area.
x Yes Edit as described ack

Page 6-4 MPCA WC

From plan section 6.2 "However, load reduction benefits can be evaluated for any of the priority resource points 

within the WRW (Appendix M)."

Note: Appendix M is the hydrology analysis, Appendix L is the PTMapp methodology. Does the hydrology analysis 

address load reduction benefits or is this a typo?

x Yes Appendix references will be revised as part of final plan ack

Table 5.3 MPCA WC

While the percent load reductions used in the PTMapp analyses are consistent with the percent reductions called 

for in the WRAPS, the existing load estimates are very different in most cases. As shown in Table 5.3, PTMapp load 

estimates at the watershed outlet are lower than average measured loads for nitrogen and phosphorus by factors 

of more than eight and two, respectively. Likewise, PTMapp load estimates at the watershed outlet for sediment 

are greater than average measured loads by nearly a factor of two. Applying the same percentages to very different 

loading assumptions will result in very different load reduction goals. Therefore, it is not accurate for the plan to 

say the load reduction goals are consistent with the WRAPS as achieving the plan goals would not necessarily 

achieve reductions needed to meet water quality standards. This was not described well in the plan or during the 

process of developing the plan.

x No

This issue was discussed the MPCA staff on the advisory committee during plan development.   

During those discussions, MPCA staff agreed that Table 5.3 was sufficient for explaining the 

variation between PTMApp loads and WRAPS loads.  As is illustrated within the table, while 

PTMApp does not match the averages, it is within the range of variation reported in the WRAPS 

document.  It is also important to note, as is done in the plan documents, that PTMApp only 

represents overland loading.  As such, the data should not be expected to match.

ack

MPCA WC

The MPCA recommends flows used in PTMapp are consistent with the Watonwan Hydrological Simulation Program-

FORTRAN (HSPF) model and gaged stations in the Watonwan Watershed. The PTMapp: Theory and Development 

Documentation provided by HEI explains several ways in which flow and sediment loading can be “adjusted” to 

approximate flow information that is either measured or modeled via HSPF for each of the watersheds in the State 

of Minnesota. Options for adjusting loading from the document include:

x No

The PTMApp data was not developed as part of this planning process.  The information was 

provided to the planning group through a separate effort.  While the reviewer is correct that 

PTMApp data can be scaled to match HSPF information, the total load estimates would not match as 

is implied.  Rather, PTMApp could be scaled to match the overland component of sediment, TN, and 

TP loading from within the HSPF model.  It would not be appropriate to scale PTMApp to a total 

monitored load that is inclusive of non-upland sources of sediment as PTMApp's routines do not 

adequately account for these sources of sediment.

HEI can re-run PTMApp as described and re-write sections of the plan.  However, additional 

resources will be needed to  so.

It should be noted that many watersheds across the state have utilized loading information from 

PTMApp to set plan goals when misaligned HSPF models were available.  PTMApp data is an 

accepted tool for plan development based upon guidance developed by MN BWSR.

ack

MPCA WC

Maps in Section 6, showing feasible locations of practices do not correlate well with maps showing targeted 

locations in the different planning areas. While feasibility maps show practices generally well distributed 

throughout the planning areas, the targeted maps indicate practices should be focused almost exclusively in the 

lowest third to lowest quarter of the watershed. This focus on the lowest reaches of the planning areas ignores all 

of the impaired waters and priority surface waters (as identified in the plan’s maps) in the upper two thirds to three 

quarters of the sub-watersheds. The targeted maps also seem to identify areas that were not actually identified on 

the feasibility maps indicating a significant disconnect between feasibility and targeting. This could be a source of 

confusion for implementers trying to prioritize and target their work.

The MPCA believes water quality would benefit from adoption of management practices, such as conservation 

tillage, cover crops, and nutrient management, broadly across planning areas rather than focused on the lowest 

reaches. Perhaps these practices could be prioritized on sub-watersheds of impaired or other priority waters as a 

way to target. The MPCA also recommends providing resources and support to Soil and Water Conservations 

Districts to build landowner networks that can share successes and failures of management practices to increase 

interest and adoption.

x No

The Steering Team, with input from the advisory committee and the policy committee, made a 

decision to target practices based upon load reductions to the planning region outlets.  Feasible 

practices represent the broad spectrum of potential conservation opportunities with NO load 

reduction targeting considered.   The Steering Team anticipates using the targeting criteria (the 

expected bang-for-your buck) to guide investments throughout planning regions and the 

watersheds, including when working on impairments within planning regions (narrative can be 

added to describe this).  However, using the feasible practices would not meet the planning 

requirements of the One Watershed One Plan program

ack

MPCA WC

The MPCA emphasizes that the load reductions adopted as part of the WRAPS 10-year strategies represented a 

load reduction in stream pollutant loads, not reductions in what is leaving a field. The MPCA agrees management 

and structural practices are critical to achieving short and long term water quality goals, but assuming a 1:1 ratio of 

pollution prevented from leaving a field to reduction of pollutant load in the stream is misleading. In other words, a 

practice that results in reduction of one ton of sediment leaving a field does not necessarily represent a one ton 

reduction in the stream. This 1:1 assumption as shown in the Section 6 graphs relating load reduction to cost, 

results in a vast underestimate of the cost required to achieve the ten-year water quality goals in the planning 

areas. For example, in the North Fork Watonwan planning region, the graph suggests that a relatively small 

investment of approximately $35,000 for management practices will achieve a 4% reduction (displayed as the 10-

year goal) in sediment load. Another $50,000 spent on structural practices would double the load reduction to 8%. 

While it is valuable to display the landscape pollutant reductions that could be expected from spending 

implementation funds in the planning regions, the references to the instream load reduction goals should be 

removed from these graphics as there is not a direct 1:1 connection.

x No

PTMApp information represents overland loading.  However, the overland loading is translated to 

downstream resource points selected by the user.  The numbers in the Watonwan plan do not 

assume a 1 to 1 benefit from the source to the resource.  Standard decay equations are used to 

adjust the benefit at resource points. 

The Steering Team will consider if the text in the cost-effectiveness curves should be adjusted to 

provide a more conservative pace of progress towards reaching goals as the blue lines on the graphs 

are unlikely to be achieved through on-the-ground implementation

ack



MPCA WC

Hydrology Report doesn’t fit with needs for flow reduction.

It appears that Appendix M: Technical Memorandum was created to provide a volume calculation to base volume 

reduction goals and provide a method for accounting for practices implemented in the watershed. Using the limited 

information provided by the flow record of the Watonwan Watershed as the basis to understand historical and 

present hydrology does not provide a comprehensive understanding of all the issues including changes in 

precipitation, landuse, drainage, flow volume, and timing within the Watonwan Watershed. The DNR provides a 

much more in-depth review of watershed hydrology and this information should be used in future projects to 

understand the connections of hydrology, geomorphology and biology in understanding the needs for 

implementation to improve stream habitat and improve the biological condition of watersheds. The MPCA would 

recommend utilization of the DNR information.

x No

Plan content requirements compel the Steering team to set a flow reduction goal.  As reviewed 

during plan development, the MN DNR hydrology report does not contain information that can 

directly be used to set a flow reduction goal.

The citied appendix is based largely upon methods published in numerous scientific journal articles. 

The underline statistics used are adapted from the indicators of hydrologic alteration, which is a 

statistical approach to interpret if flows within a river have changed over time and the ecological 

functions that could be impacted by those changes.  We agree that the MN DNR article goes into 

greater depth on landscape changes that have occurred which may relate to the changes in flow 

within Watonwan rivers. However, it does not provide a "measurable", as defined by plan content 

requirements, flow goal that can be used in the plan.

If the MPCA or MN DNR supplies a flow goal, consistent with plan content requirements, the 

Steering Team can consider adapting its current goal and methods for developing it.

ack

Page 6-6 Table 6-4 MPCA WC

Table 6-4: Cost – effectiveness investment guide for making progress towards waters quality goals.

Why are management practices for nitrogen reduction so much more expensive than structural practices? Things 

like nutrient management should be a negative cost. Please explain this in the plan.

x No

After reviewing the investment guide table for the Watonwan plan, I think I have a basic 

explanation for why the TN cost-effectiveness values are lower for structural practices than for 

management practices.  

The vast majority of structural practices selected as part of the targeted implementation profiles 

ended up being in treatment group 2, filtration.  Filtration practice nitrogen reduction efficiency 

from table_treat is 0.31 (Q3 used for filtration), whereas its only 0.16 for source reduction practices.  

In contrast, phosphorus reduction efficiency for filtration practices is 0.21, but is 0.41 for source 

reduction.  

In general that means that the structural practices that were selected as part of the targeted 

implementation profiles are going to be better at reducing nitrogen than the management 

practices, and will be more cost-effective.  

ack

Page 5-26 Table 5-7 MPCA WC

Resource Concern: Aquatic Habitat – Issue HR 1.1: Aquatic and riparian habitat loss from development and flow 

variability. Pages 101-103.

Bio impairments are more related to fish and invertebrate information and issues within the riparian zone. Table 

5.7 Priority areas for wildlife habitat, seems to be out of place for the discussion of bio impaired stream reaches 

and managing the riparian zone.

x No
The intent was to provide some example priority areas for habitat.  Could consider moving to HR 2.1 

on Page 5-31 at the discretion of the Steering Team.
ack

Page 6-8 (start) DNR SR

Planning Region Implementation Maps, starting on page 126: The implementation maps do not seamlessly flow 

together. For example, when a sub watershed is introduced, the planning region priorities, wildlife and drinking 

water layers, and feasible practices are geographically mapped out. However, the feasible practices do not appear 

to align with locations for targeting implementation based on the best, most cost-effective management practices. 

DNR suggest the targeted practices map should be a subset of the feasible practices map.

x No
The targeted practices are a subset of the feasible practice locations.  They may be difficult to see 

on the feasibility map due to the number of practices contained within those maps
ack

Page 6-40 Table 6-5 DNR SR

Table 6-5 Capital Improvements Program Implementation, Page 158, Action #CI-5 and #CI-6: In #CI-5, consider 

rephrasing to encompass all types of flood practices, rather than specifically large scale retentions and 

impoundments. In #CI-6, consider rephrasing to include floodplain culverts: “Address failing culverts and fish 

barriers through engagement with county public works, townships and private landowners to accurately size 

bridges and culverts and where applicable, add floodplain culverts to allow for longitudinal connectivity and 

reduced road damage and maintenance.

x YES/Partial

Will revise to specify the inclusion of floodplain culverts.  Will not specific all flood practices in CI-5 

as the Capital Improvements Program has large project thresholds set for project inclusion.  Small 

flood related projects may be pursued through other implementation programs within this plan.

ack

Page 6-40 Table 6-5 DNR SR

Table 6-5 Capital Improvements Program Implementation, CI-1, Page 158: The first goal-related action in the Capital 

Improvements table is to “Support lake associations and other landowners in lake-based decision making (e.g. 

alum, drawdowns, fish management) for lakes with high internal phosphorus loading.” To this point, internal 

loading was not addressed in this plan. Consider rewording action items to coordinate with lake associations on 

lake management plans regarding internal loading. Additional work will need to go into identifying both internal 

and external stressors, monitoring needs, zoning, and improved in-lake and lake-watershed management.

x Yes
Revised CI-1 to "Support lake associations and other landowers in lake -based decision-making for 

lakes with high phosphorus loading." 
ack

Page 6-42 RM-9 DNR SR
Table 6-6 Research and Monitoring Program Implementation, RM-9, Page 160: DNR can assist with prioritization 

and mapping of areas adjacent to existing public lands that contain unique habitat features.
x No Will continue to include as partner! ack

Page 6-42 RM-10 DNR SR
Table 6-6 Research and Monitoring Program Implementation, RM-10, Page 160: Please change the wording 

shoreland maintenance to shoreland ordinance.
x Yes Revise to ordinance ack
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Page 7-3 under bullets BWSR JSE

Not Meeting - Section 7, Education and Outreach Implementation Program, page 7-3, paragraph under bullets: Per Plan 

Content Requirements III.F.6, “At a minimum, include: an analysis of the need for public participation and engagement in 

meeting plan goals […..].” The analysis is intended to be completed during the planning process. The current Plan language, 

however, implies it is yet to come.

x Yes

Replace first two sentences with: 

"The entities in the WWPP have worked collaboratively on educatation and outreach on a 

watershed basis for decades, such as those carried out during the WRAPS process. During 

the planning process, an education and outreach analysis was completed to evaluate 

further need for public participation and engagemetn in meeting plan goals. The result of 

this analysis is the education and outreach implementation program, goals, and actions 

created in this plan." 

x

Page 7-4 2 - after bullets BWSR JSE

Not Meeting - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, second paragraph after bullets: Per Plan 

Content III.F.5.b, there needs to be a description of whether or not existing monitoring programs are capable of producing an 

evaluation of the progress being made towards Plan goals and how the data will be used in the evaluation, including improved 

model calibration.

x Yes

Added text: "The group has decided there is sufficiet monitoring to measure the pace of 

progress for implementing this plan. If additional data gaps are presented in the future, 

additional monitoring will be used to close those gaps." 

x

Page 7-5 Table 7-3 BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 7, Capital Improvements Implementation Program, page 7-5, second paragraph in Capital Improvements 

Implementation Program section: Table 7-3 shows a list of existing planned projects per LGU. Per Plan Content Requirements 

III.F.2., there should be consideration of watershed-wide projects. That should be included here or it should be noted why it 

wasn’t considered at this time.

x Yes

Revised text, "Capital improvement projects, inclusive of stormwater infrastructure, public 

works, facilities, natural and artificial watercourses, and legal drainage systems completed 

through this plan will be operated and maintained by the owner of the project for the 

lifespan of the project as specified in Table 7-3, but projects will be pursued collaboratively 

as watershed-wide collaborations. "

x

Page 7-5 to 7-7 BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 7, Capital Improvements Implementation Program, pages 7-5 to 7-7: Per Plan Content Requirements 

III.F.2.c, the Capital Improvements program section of The Plan must “describe opportunities for permanent land protection 

necessary to meet the resource needs and achieve the goals for the watershed.”

x Yes

Added text: "This plan prioritizes land for permanent protection as part of the Structural 

and Management Practices Cost Share Initiative.  Within this program, 20% of each planning 

region's structural and management practices budget is allocated to easements in each 

planning region."

x

Page 7-9 1st paragrach BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 7, Regulatory Administration Implementation Program, page 7-8, first paragraph: “…shows areas of 

regulation and enforcement that are potentially duplicative within the WRW, identifying opportunity for shared services.” 

While this is stated, additional detail is needed. (Plan Content Requirements III.F.4.)

x Yes

Added text: "Currently WRCWMP entities share services for the administration of WCA. 

Watonwan and Cottonwood share the same LGU for administration of the Wetland 

Conservation Act (WCA). For feedlot representation, Brown and Watonwan County share 

the same service. As part of implementation, WRCWMP entities will hold joint discussions 

with watershed partners that enforce ordinances and permit programs to provide 

consistency, effectiveness, and efficiency across the watershed to benefit water quality and 

habitat vitality." 

x

NA BWSR JSE
Not meeting - Section 7: Per Plan Content Requirements III.F.3, an Operation and Maintenance Implementation program 

description must be included in the Plan.
x Yes

Added section:

Operations and Maintenance Implementation Program 

Entities within the WRW are engaged in the inspection, operation, and maintenance of 

capital projects, stormwater infrastructure, public works, facilities, and natural and artificial 

watercourses, and legal drainage systems. Operation and maintenance of legal ditches, 

x

Pages 7-1 to 7-2
Last parargraph 

(Page 7-1)
BWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - Section 7, Incentive Program, pages 7-1 to 7-2: There is a weak discussion of the criteria that will be used to 

select projects in the Incentive Program (Plan Content Requirements III.F.1). Expand on how projects will be selected.
x Yes

Add criteria bullet point list:

Example criteria that will be prioritized if the project:

- Is located within a priority subwatershed in agreement with plan goals

x

Pages 7-1 to 7-2 BWSR JSE
Weakly Meeting - Section 7, Incentive Program, pages 7-1 to 7-2: There is a weak discussion of the action for working with 

landowners (Plan Content Requirements III.F.1). Expand on how work with landowners will be carried out.
x Yes See comment above. x

Pages 7-1 to 7-2 BWSR JSE

Weakly Meeting - Section 7, Incentive Program, pages 7-1 to 7-2: There is weak discussion of how the Incentive Program will be 

implemented across the watershed to provide consistency while achieving Plan goals (Plan Content Requirements III.F.1). 

Expand on how this program will be implemented consistently to achieve Plan goals.

x Yes See comment above. x



Page 7-3
Paragraph under 

bullets
3 BWSR JSE

Weakly meeting - Section 7, Education and Outreach Implementation Program, page 7-3, paragraph under bullets: The third 

sentence says action funded by EO program will be evaluated through surveys. This is a great way to track educational event 

success. However, more specifics should be given to avoid confusion. Will every education and outreach action be evaluated via 

survey? Is the completion of these surveys listed as an action in the targeted implementation table? Who will be developing 

and disseminating the surveys?

x Yes

Revised to:  

The entities in the WWPP have worked collaboratively on education and outreach on a 

watershed basis for decades, such as those carried out during the WRAPS process. During 

the planning process, an education and outreach analysis was completed to evaluate 

further need for public participation and engagement in meeting plan goals. The result of 

this analysis is the Education and Outreach Implementation Program, goals, and actions 

created in this plan. 

The outcomes of actions funded by the Education and Outreach Implementation Program 

will be evaluated through surveys. The intent of these surveys is to gauge the impact the 

education/outreach efforts (and funds spent on them) were having on the watershed. 

Further, plan partners will consolidate educational activity information monthly to assess 

progress toward measurable goals. Outreach efforts will be documented on an annual basis 

and will be reported back to BWSR.  

x

Page 7-3
Paragraph under 

bullets
5 BWSR JSE

Weakly meeting: Section 7, Education and Outreach Implementation Program, page 7-3, paragraph under bullets: The fifth 

sentence mentions consolidating educational activity on a monthly basis. Who will be doing this? Is it listed as an activity in the 

targeted implementation table?

x Yes

Revised to: "Further, plan partners will consolidate educational activity information monthly 

to assess progress toward measurable goals. Outreach efforts will be documented on an 

annual basis and will be reported back to BWSR.  "

x

Page 7-4 2 - after bullets BWSR JSE

Weakly meeting - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, second paragraph after bullets: 

There is weak discussion of whether or not new data collection is needed. The Plan reads that there is a need to find funding so 

data can be collected and analyzed to refine implementation, but detail on how this will be done is lacking. (Per Plan Content 

III.F.5.c) Who will do the analysis of the data? Is this an activity in the implementation schedule? What direction will the data 

provide?

x No There are numerous activities related to studies and monitoring in Table 6-6 x

Page 7-4 3rd after bullets BWSR JSE
Weakly meeting - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, third paragraph after bullets: IWM is 

conducted every 10, not every two years, as currently written in the Plan.
x Yes Revised to "ten years." x

Page 7-5 BWSR JSE
weakly meeting - Section 7, Capital Improvements Implementation Program, page 7-5: There is weak discussion of 

opportunities for enabling large-scale, multipurpose projects on a watershed scale. (Per Plan Content Requirement III.F.2.a.)
x No This comment has been addressed by responses to previous comments x

Page 7-5 BWSR JSE

weakly meeting - Section 7, Capital Improvements Implementation Program, page 7-5: There is weak discussion of 

opportunities for engaging drainage authorities and drainage inspectors in implementation of the Plan. (Per Plan Content 

Requirement III.F.2.a.)

x No
Engaging drainage authorities is called out explicitly in the 2nd to last sentence of the last 

paragraph of Page 7-5.
x

Page 7-5 BWSR JSE

Weakly meeting - Section 7, Capital Improvements Implementation Program, page 7-5: There is weak discussion of the local 

procedures for ensuring future drainage projects are consistent with the goals of the Plan. (Per Plan Content Requirement 

III.F.2.a.)

x No

The language spells out that these procedures are under development which was agreed to 

a multiple previous meetings.  HEI recommends leaving language as is unless the Steering 

Committee has "ready-to-use" procedures

x

Page 7-8 BWSR JSE

Weakly meeting -Section 7, Regulatory Administration Implementation Program: Per Plan Content Requirements III.F4.:

 Feedlots, page 7-8: Are the county ordinances the same across the watershed? Is there an opportunity and/or desire to 

coordinate?

 Subsurface Sewage Treatment Systems, page 7-9: Are the county ordinances and triggers the same across the watershed? Is 

there an opportunity and/or desire to coordinate?

 Agricultural Soil Erosion, page 7-10: Do any of the six counties have an ordinance? Is there an opportunity and/or desire to 

coordinate?

x No
Table 7-5 is intended to provide the specificity needed for the plan.   HEI will need 

clarification if additional information is needed
x

Page 7-10 BWSR JSE
Weakly meeting - Section 7, Regulatory Administration Implementation Program, Land Use, page 7-10: There is weak discussion 

on the opportunities and potential conflicts in achieving the Plan goals through these comprehensive land use plans.
x No additional guidance would be needed to make revisions based upon this comment. x

Page 7-3 3rd under bullets 1 BWSR JSE

recommend - Section 7, Education and Outreach Implementation Program, page 7-3, third paragraph under bullets: The first 

sentence seems out of place. This may fit better in the previous paragraph or possibly on its own if you could list some 

examples of "organized efforts to streamline public engagement".

x No The sentences beneath this describe coordinated efforts with the MPCA.  x

Page 7-3 3rd under bullets BWSR JSE

recommend -Section 7, Education and Outreach Implementation Program, page 7-3, third paragraph under bullets: Another 

sentence at the end of the paragraph talking about intent to use that same approach in future efforts would be helpful. Or to 

give a description about what was found through that previous effort.

x No
Additional details can be added if provided by partners.  The 2nd paragraph is intended to 

describe part of this recommendation.
x

Page 7-4 3rd under bullets BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, third paragraph after bullets: For the 

WPLMN, can a list of how many sites exist be noted, and maybe a reference to a map that shows their locations?
x Yes Reference added to the WRAPS document and a hyperlink to the MPCA website x

Page 7-4 3rd after bullets BWSR JSE

recommend - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, third paragraph after bullets: For the 

CS/LMP programs, it is noted that “two such sites” exist in the watershed. Can more information be given on where and for 

how long they’ve been collecting data?

x Yes
Text added: "There are two such sites in the WRW, located on Judicial Ditch 1 and the 

Watonwan River near Madelia (MPCA, 2016). "
x

Page 7-4 4th after bullets BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, fourth paragraph after bullets: SWAG 

grants are to assist with the WPLMN. Look to MPCA for confirmation.
x No Text can be adjusted if guidance is provided on the needed adjustments x

Page 7-4 2nd after bullets BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-4, second paragraph after bullets: Consider 

discussing that finding the funding for this is difficult and there will be a need to rely heavily on state agency partners.
x Yes 

Added language "As finding the funding for this is difficult, there will likely be a need to rely 

heavily on state agency partners. "
x



Page 7-5 Table 7-2 BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 7, Research and Monitoring Implementation Program, page 7-5, Table 7-2: This table is vague. Unless 

more detail can be given, for example, who will be doing these activities, the table may not be needed.
x No Address through previous comments. x

Page 7-8 BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 7, Regulatory Administration Implementation Program, Buffer and Soil Loss Legislation, page 7-8: There is 

no mention of the “Other Waters” and potential coordination.
x Yes

Added text: "As part of the Buffer and Soil Loss Legislation, other water courses were 

identified by the local SWCDs and incorporated into County Water Plans prior to the 

development of this plan. These watercourses are shown on Figure 4-9."

x

Page 7-10 BWSR JSE Section 7, Regulatory Administration Implementation Program, Land Use, page 7-10: Are there four plans or five plans? x Yes Revised to "five" x

Page 7-4 MDA JB Page 7-4:– Should the township testing monitoring activities as discussed above be noted here? x Yes Added: "…MDA's Township Testing Program" to narrative. x

Page 7-7 Table 7-3 Watonwan SWCD CH

Table 7-3: Potential captial improvement projects in the WRCWMP area and the JD-18 Estimateedd Cost for $385,000.  After 

the JD#18 landwoner meeting; reviwing the final engineering report, the estimated cost fo the storage basine has increased 

and would request the estimated cost be set at $475,000.

x Yes HE will revise as described x

Page 7-7 Table 7.3 MDH AS

Section 7 Implementation Programs, Table 7.3 Potential capital improvement projects in the WRCWMP area (page 7-7): The 

LaSalle-Upgrade city water supply project should have LaSalle listed as project owner. The estimated cost has recently been 

updated and it is $996,000 with an end date of 2023.

x Yes Edit as described x
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Page 8-6 BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Decision-Making and Staffing, page 8-6: Per Plan Content 

Requirements III.G.1.b, the Plan should describe if the advisory committee(s) created for plan development will continue through 

plan implementation. If not, alternative methods should be described. This section should also discuss opportunities to coordinate 

with federal partners to convene Local Working Groups.

x Yes

Added text: The WWPP subdivided into three committees for purposes of 

drafting this plan: The Policy Committee, the Advisory Committee, and 

the Steering Team. The make-up and roles of these committees is 

expected to shift to three new committees during implementation: The 

Policy Board, the WRW Technical Committee, and GBERBA Staff. During 

implementation, these committees will be collectively referred to as the 

Watonwan River Watershed Partnership (WRWP). 

Added column adding make -up of each entity, and how each committee 

was engaged during plan development. 

x

Page 8-6 BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Decision-Making and Staffing, page 8-6: Per Plan Content 

Requirements III.G.1.c., more information needs to be included on current staff capacity to implement the Plan, if an increase in 

capacity may be needed, and potential for shared services between LGUs.

x Yes

Initially, the Partnership anticipates use of a Watershed Coordinator 

housed within the watershed whose role will be to administer 

implementation of the plan.  Technical Service Areas and GBERBA will be 

utilized as available . Throughout implementation, each local government 

will annually evaluate the need for additional technical or administrative 

x

Page 8-8 BWSR JSE

Not meeting - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Assessment and Evaluation, page 8-8: Per Plan Content 

Requirements III.G.5.b, a partnership assessment is required. There should be a description of the methods for assessing the 

partnership with regards to decision-making and staffing, collaboration with other units of government, and funding. The frequency 

of this assessment should also be included.

x Yes

The group will conduct an annual evaluation to evaluate the effectiveness 

of the Partnership. The Technical Committee will also evaluate progress 

toward plan goals during GBERBA monthly meetings. 

1st paragraph- Imp assessment - monthly meetings

2nd - Partnership assessment - annually- Technical committee

x

Page 8-3 BWSR JSE

weakly meet - Section 8, Table 8-2, pages 8-3 to 8-4: The MPCA is listed twice. They should not be listed in the “Federal” section of 

the table. Including the Section 319 program associated with EPA is enough. The WRAPS is not a federal program. It is funded by 

state Clean Water Funds.

x Yes Revise as described x

Page 8-3 BWSR JSE
weakly meet - Section 8, Table 8-2, pages 8-3, FSA: The CREP program is not only an FSA program, but is tied with BWSR. Consider 

using CRP for FSA and RIM for BWSR.
x Yes Revise as described x

Page 8-4 BWSR JSE weakly meet - Section 8, Table 8-2, pages 8-3 to 8-4: Remove research and monitoring funding from BWSR. x Yes
Add to Table 8-2 Title: "Refer to each program policy for specific 

requirements about what is or is not eligible."
x

Page 8-6 BWSR JSE
weakly meet - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Decision-Making and Staffing, page 8-6: Explain who will be 

members of each committee. Only the implementation Technical Committee has this described.
x Yes Addressed through earlier comments. x

Page 8-8 BWSR JSE
weakly meet - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Five-Year Evaluation, page 8-8: The WRAPS Cycle 2 is tentatively 

scheduled for monitoring in 2023/2024. This section / paragraph should include mention of that.
x Yes Sentence can be added at steering teams discretion x

Page 8-8 BWSR JSE

weakly meet -Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Reporting, page 8-8: Go into more detail about the annual State of 

the Watershed Report and include information on how it will be used to provide accountability to stakeholders (LGU boards, cities, 

agencies, citizens, etc.) in the watershed (Plan Content Requirements III.G.5.d.).

x yes

Annual partnership and evaluation assessments will serve the basis for an 

annual State of the Watershed Report. This report will be provided to 

Partnership entities, distributed through local media publications and the 

watershed website, and promoted through annual outreach efforts. 

x

Page 8-9 BWSR JSE

weakly meet - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Formal Agreements, page 8-9: Consider putting more 

detail into this section about GBERBA (LGU members, HUC 8s involved) as well as information about how the group 

intends to incorporate watershed based implementation funding into their current system. (Plan Content Requirements 

III.G.7.)

x Yes

Add text: GBERBA is a JAP that contains eh entire WRW. IN addition, it 

also encompasses the BE and … watershed. All entities within the WRW 

are part of GBERBA. The GBERBA JPA is currently being redone to 

accommodate watershed planning and implementation. 

x

Page 8-9 BWSR JSE

weakly meet - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Formal Agreements, page 8-9: Appendix O is missing. At the least, 

include a copy of the current GBERBA joint powers agreement. If this changes by 90-day final plan submission, be sure to update 

the appendix accordingly.

x Yes See pervious comment. x

Page 8-5 1 last sentnce BWSR JSE

recommend - Section 8, Funding, page 8-5, first paragraph, last sentence: Capacity is given as an example. Suggest not using 

something that’s future is unknown at the time of Plan writing. Consider NRBG and/or State Cost Share or Conservation Delivery as 

an example instead.

x Yes Revise as requested x

Page 8-5 BWSR JSE

recommend - Section 8, Funding, page 8-5: In previous comments from the Steering Team, it was requested that the funding 

paragraphs explain what each is, but not go into the detail about what each isn’t (what it excludes). These sentences add confusing 

language and should be deleted as previously requested.

x Yes Revise as requested x

Page 8-5 BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 8, Funding, Other, page 8-5: Consider adding mention of non-profits that work with water quality and/or 

sustainable agriculture as possible sources of funding.
x Yes Revise as requested x

Editorial

Note



BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 8: For the implementation of the Plan, GBERBA’s use of the term “Policy Committee” will likely be continued 

and the language of the Plan should reflect this. It is mentioned as Board and as Committee in different areas of the Plan.
x Yes Revised to "Policy Committee" throughout text x

Page 8-8 Table 8-4 BWSR JSE

recommend - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Reporting, page 8-8, Table 8-4: Are these examples only for the 

WRCWMP? Needs more explanation. And doesn't need to cover anything outside the responsibilities of the partnership, not as 

separate entities.

x Yes

Remove Table 8-4 and remove first sentence. 

Add sentence at the end of "Reporting" paragraph:

The WRCWMP will also comply with all grant reporting requirements. 

The GBERBA and Watershed Coordinator will be the entities responsible 

for completing these reports. 

x

Page 8-8 Table 8-4 BWSR JSE
recommend - Section 8, Plan Administration and Coordination, Reporting, page 8-8, Table 8-4: The first row notes “annual report”. 

Is this for grants? Or for the partnership?
x Yes Table 8-4 removed per Steering Team guidance. x

Page 8-4 table 8-2 MDA JB

Page 8-4: Table 8-2 on page 8-4 lists the AgBMP loan as a source of funding through MDA. The MAWQCP should be listed there also 

as a source of financial and technical assistance, and provides resources for ‘structural and management practices’ and ‘education 

and outreach’

x Yes Revise as described x

Steering Team Discussion Switch organitzation name TBD to Watonwan River Watershed Partnership Yes Revise as described x


